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ABSTRACT 
Let eigenvalues and angles between eigensubspaces and the axes of the corre- 
sponding real vector space be given for a tree. An algorithm for constructing all trees 
with given eigenvalues and angles is described. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let /Jl,ILZ....,P, (Pl’/JZ’ --* > p,,,) be the distinct eigenvalues of a 
graph G on n vertices, with S,, S,, . . . , S,,, the corresponding eigensubspaces 
of R”. The largest eigenvalue pi is called the index of the graph. If 
e,, e,,. . . , e,, constitute the standard basis for R”, then the nonnegative 
quantities aij = cos pij, where fiij is the angle between Sj and ej, are called 
angles of G. The sequence ai j (j = 1,2,. . . , n) is called the ith eigenvalue 
angle sequence, while aij (i = 1,2,. . . , m) is the jth vfzrtex angle sequence. 
The angb muttir S’ of G is defined to be the matrix & = [[ai jll *, n provided 
its columns (i.e. the vertex angle sequences) are ordered lexicographically. 
The angle matrix is a graph invariant. 
The importance of angles in spectral graph theory has been stressed in [2, 
31, where also basic properties of angles are established and some early 
references given. Angles as graph invariants had previously been studied only 
in passing or implicitly. But since the angles are diagonal entries of idempo- 
tents in the spectral decomposition of the adjacency matrix, they play an 
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important role in the theory of association schemes [l]. In particular, the 
Krein condition for the existence of strongly regular graphs is based on 
considerations involving these idempotents. 
Leaving aside the area of strongly and other highly regular graphs, which 
are known to be difficult to characterize up to isomorphism, one might ask 
how the treatment and description of graphs by means of their spectra are 
affected if angles are brought into consideration. Concerning trees, the 
subject of this paper, no reasonable algorithm for constructing all trees with 
given eigenvalues seems to be possible, but we shall see how to construct all 
trees with given eigenvalues and angles. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS ON ANGLES 
If the graph or vertex invariant can be determined provided the eigenval- 
ues and angles of the graph are known, then the invariant is called EA-recon- 
structible. 
LEMMA 1. Characteristic polynomials of vertex deleted subgraphs are 
EA-reconstmctibIe. 
Proof. We have (cf. e.g. [3]) 
P,_,(X) = P,(X) 2 2% 
j=lx-/lj' 
where PC< x), P,_,(X) are the characteristic polynomials of G and G - i, 
respectively. n 
Let Hi(t) = Xl__“0 k Nit k be the generating function for the numbers A$ of 
(closed) walks of length k that start and terminate at vertex i. 
LEMMA 2. The functions H,(t) are EA-reconstructible for each i = 
1,2 ,..., n. 
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LEMMA 3. Vertices belonging to components whose index coincides with 
the index of the graph are EA-reconstructible. 
Proof. By the Perron-Frobenius theory of nonnegative matrices, angles 
belonging to pi are different from zero precisely for those vertices described 
in the lemma. n 
COROLLARY 1. The properties of a graph of being connected and of 
being disconnected are EA-reconstructibk. 
LEMMA 4. The properties of being a tree and of being a unicyclic graph 
are EA-reconstructible. 
Proof. The number of vertices and the number of edges are clearly 
EA-reconstructible. By Corollary 1, the connectedness property is also EA- 
reconstructible. n 
If x is a vertex in a graph G, then tbe pair (d, e), where d is the degree 
of x and e is the sum of degrees of all neighbors of x in G, is called the 
degree pair of x. 
The degree sequence of a vertex x is a sequence whose first member is the 
degree of x and whose remaining members are the degrees of the neighbors 
of x. 
LEMMA 5. The sequence of vertex degree pairs is EA-reconstructibb in 
trees. 
Proof. By Lemma 2, the functions Hi(t) are EA-reconstructible and 
hence so are the numbers N,j. We have N,’ = di, the degree of i, and 
Nj = d 2 - d i + e, ( ei being the sum of degrees of neighbors of i). n 
3. COSPECTRAL TREES 
A well-known result of A. J. Schwenk states that almost all trees have a 
cospectral mate. We shall describe it in more detail. 
A branch of a tree at the vertex v is a maximal subtree containing v as 
an endpoint. The union of one or more branches of v is called a limb at v. 
Considered in its own right, a limb is a rooted tree. 
A. J. Schwenk [8] proved that the proportion of trees on n vertices which 
avoid a specified limb tends to zero as n tends to infinity. The number of 
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trees on n vertices which do not contain a specified limb depends in fact only 
on the number of edges of the limb. 
Vertices i and j in cospectral (not necessarily nonisomorphic) graphs G 
and H are said to be cospectral if P,_,(X) = PH_j(X). 
By Lemma 1, spectral vertices have the same vertex angle sequences. 
Schwenk observed that vertices i and j in the tree T of Figure 1 are 
cospectral but not similar under the automorphism group of T. By a 
well-known formula for the characteristic polynomial of the coalescence of 
two rooted graphs, we have that graphs G, and G, of Figure 1 are cospectral 
for any rooted graph G. Now, Schwenk’s argument was that almost all trees 
are of the form G, and hence have a cospectral nonisomorphic mate G,. 
It is important to note that graphs G, and G, in Figure 1 have different 
degree pair sequences. Hence by Lemma 5 graphs G, and G, have different 
angles. Accordingly all cospectral graphs constructed by Schwenk can be 
distinguished by angles. It is also easy to check that all cospectral trees up to 
10 vertices are distinguishable by angles (see the tables of trees in [4]). 
In the next section we shall see to what extent trees are better char- 
acterized if not only the eigenvalues but also the angles are known, The 
results are of a constructive character, i.e., an algorithm for constructing the 
trees is described. 
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4. EA-RECONSTRUCTION OF TREES 
The reconstruction algorithm is based on the following lemma. 
Reconstruction Lemma. Given a limb R of a tree T at a vertex i which 
is adjacent to a unique vertex of T not in R, that vertex is among those 
vertices j such that P,_ j(X) = g:(X), where 
dv) = “(‘) [p~(x)p~_~(x)~p~-~(~)p~(~)]~ [PB-i(h)12 (1  
Proof. Let S denote the maximal limb of T at j not containing i, as 
shown in Figure 2. We have (cf. e.g., [4], p. 59) 
Obviously, Pr_i(X) = PR_,(h)Ps(X) and P,_j = P,(X)Ps_j(X). By eliminat- 
ing P,(A) and Ps_ j(X) we get (1). n 
By specifying R to consist only of vertex i, so that P,(h) = X and 
P,_i(h) = 1, we get the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. Zf i is a vertex of degree 1 in a tree T, then the neighbor 
of the vertex i is among those vertices j such that P,_ j(X) = f;(X), where 
f;(h) = XV_,(h) - APT(A). 
Now we describe the reconstruction algorithm. 
Let us consider a graph G, and suppose we know its eigenvalues and 
angles. By Lemma 4 we can establish whether or not G is a tree. Let G be a 
tree. Next we find the number of vertices of G. 
Thereafter we begin reconstructing edges. Consider first a vertex i of 
degree 1. By Corollary 2, its neighbor j lies in the set Ai = { k : P,_,(X) = 
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fk( X)}. For each vertex i of degree 1, we choose a fixed j E Ai. Next we 
consider the subtree T’ not yet reconstructed and a vertex i of degree 1 in 
T’. Here we are in the situation of Figure 2, and the Reconstruction Lemma 
applies with R a star already reconstructed. The neighbor j of i in T’ is in 
the set II: = {k: Pr_k(X) =gf(X)}. Again we select some j from Br. 
Continuing in this way, we may construct a tree by the successive recon- 
struction of limbs R, provided that at each stage the sets BiR are nonempty. 
In the case that no vertex i of degree 1 in T’ exists and in the case that some 
IIF is empty, the algorithm proceeds with a different choice of neighbors at 
the previous stage. Using such a backtracking algorithm, one can construct a 
collection of trees which includes all those with the given eigenvalues and 
angles. Finally one excludes those which do not have the specified eigenval- 
ues. 
5. HOW BIG A STEP HAVE WE MADE? 
Let us discuss the question of how big a step has been made in 
characterizing the structure of trees when angles are introduced. 
As pointed out in Section 1, the difference is that now we can construct 
all of the trees in question, while without angles that seems not to be possible 
in a reasonable way. This is related to the fact that we know exactly which 
features are responsible for the existence of nonisomorphic trees with the 
same eigenvalues and angles. Referring to Figure 2, we have: 
1. The limb R can be replaced with a cospectral limb R’ such that 
PA _ i( A) = PRs _ i( A) without affecting the subtree S. 
2. The choice of neighbors j with given Pr_ j(X) is not unique. 
On the basis of point 1 and using four copies of the tree T from Figure 1, 
it is possible to construct the nonisomorphic trees shown in Figure 3 with the 
same eigenvalues and angles. 
Let H on Figure 3 be any tree. Then trees Tl and T, are nonisomorphic 
cospectral and have the same angles. Corresponding vertices (i.e. vertices for 
which the vertex deleted subgraphs in Tl and T, are cospectral) are denoted 
by the same numbers for some specific vertices. 
The example from Figure 3 also shows that almost all trees are not 
characterized by eigenvalues and angles. However, sets of cospectral trees are 
much larger than the sets of trees with the same eigenvalues and angles. 
Hence, though the assertion “almost all trees have mates with the same 
eigenvalues” remains valid if we include angles along with eigenvalues, that 
fact is not relevant in estimating how much better the situation is now. 
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FIG. 3. 
The trees in Figure 3 show that eigenvalues and angles do not determine 
degree sequences of vertices (cf., e.g., vertices 2 in Tr and T2 of Figure 3). 
This observation gives rise to the following considerations. 
It is known that degree sequences of vertices are reconstructible from 
vertex deleted subgraphs [7]. It is also well known that a tree is reconstruct- 
ible from its vertex deleted subgraphs [6]. A graph is not uniquely recon- 
structible from the collection of characteristic polynomials of its vertex 
deleted subgraphs [9]. It is not known whether or not characteristic poly- 
nomials of vertex deleted subgraphs determine uniquely the characteristic 
polynomial of the graph [5]. They do in a lot of trees [5]. Provided they do in 
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all trees, we can perform the EA-reconstruction algorithm starting from only 
the characteristic polynomials of vertex deleted subgraphs. Hence, for trees, 
replacing vertex deleted subgraphs with their characteristic polynomials 
“almost” works. 
Point 2 (nonunique choice of neighbors) could be eliminated if, besides 
eigenvalues and angles, information on the degree sequences of vertices were 
available. In that case the trees would be determined up to cospectral limbs 
with a constant degree sequence of the root (“ piecewise” reconstruction). 
We do not know anything about cospectral trees having cospectral vertices 
with the same degree sequence. 
By Lemma 4 most of the statements for trees can be extended to hold for 
unicyclic graphs. The algorithm for EA-reconstruction will now come to an 
end once all vertex degrees in the subgraph not reconstructed are equal to 2. 
The author thanks P. Rowlinson for several comments. 
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